Evaluating moisture sensitivity level (MSL) rating for Jauch frequency control products

JEDEC J-STD-020:
According to the introductive text of J-STD-020, the purpose of the standard J-STD-020 is to identify the classification level of non-hermetic solid state surface mount devices (SMDs) that are sensitive to moisture-induced stress, so that they can be properly packaged, stored, and handled to avoid damage during assembly solder reflow attachment and/or repair operations.

Does J-STD-020 apply to quartz crystal devices?
As a crystal device must be hermetically sealed to operate properly, no humidity is allowed to get inside the cavity of the crystal package. Any humidity inside the crystal package would deteriorate the electrical properties of the crystal plate (blank) inside the crystal device. Therefore, the handling conditions and the pre-production conditioning being defined by J-STD-020 basically do not apply to Jauch frequency control products which are hermetically sealed.

JEDEC J-STD-033:
The purpose of the J-STD-033 is to provide SMD manufacturers and users with standardized methods for handling, packing, shipping, and use of moisture/reflow sensitive SMD packages that have been classified to the levels defined in J-STD-020.

The MSL levels listed in J-STD-033 are determined according to J-STD-020.

Does J-STD-033 apply to quartz crystal devices?
As the MSL classification basically does not apply to hermetically sealed devices like quartz crystal components, it is under question if J-STD-033 can be applied.

Though hermetically sealed devices may not lie within the scope of the standards J-STD-020 and J-STD-033, we can confirm a moisture sensitivity corresponding to MSL 1 for most of our products, as due to their package properties crystals packages do not absorb any moisture. Please refer to the table for more details.

Please note that we don’t use any dry pack or desiccants, and we don’t classify the MSL level on our labels.

Storage recommendations
Long term storage of quartz crystals at hot and humid conditions should be avoided. Preferably, please keep the storage temperature between +10° ~ +45°C (50°F ~ 115°F) and below 60% RH as long as the component is packed and reeled. This will also ensure tape & reel integrity and maintain the peel-strength of the cover tape for safe pick & place handling.

Moreover, during the storage of the component itself, the storage conditions should never exceed the temperature limits being specified in our catalog or datasheets.

Therefore, we recommend storing our quartz crystals with tinned wires corresponding to the floor life climate conditions corresponding to MSL level 2, to avoid slight oxidation of the component’s contact pins. SMD crystals with gold-plated contact pads are less susceptible to pad oxidation, and storage temperature and humidity conditions corresponding to MSL level 1 may be applied.

Precaution
If the components were stored over a long period or the storage conditions were not appropriate, before using please make sure that the Jauch frequency control products still comply to their specifications by performing visual and electrical inspections.